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SECURITY TAGS
D001 Security Seal
Restricts illicit opening of packets and cartons. Can
combine marketing or product information with
security. Can be printed with retailers’ specific
message or warning.

Use: Packages, boxes
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhz
Size: Various 5cm to 50 cm
Min order: 1 roll (1000 pre-roll)

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
- Retail
- Grocer

Use: Cosmetics, CDs/DVDs, various
Frequency: 58hz AM
Size: 45mm x 10mm
Min order: 1 box (5000 per carton)

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy

Use: General
Frequency: 58Hz AM
Size: 45mm x 6mm
Min order: 1 box (8800 per carton)

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy

Use: General
Frequency: 8.2MHz RF
Size: 40mm x 40mm
Min order: 1 roll (1000 pre-roll)

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Grocer

Use: General
Frequency: 8.2MHz RF
Size: 33mm
Min order: 1 roll (2000 pre-roll)

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Grocer

Use: General
Frequency: 8.2MHz RF
Size: 30mm x 50mm
Min order: 1 roll (2000 pre-roll)

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Grocer

Use: Fridge / Freezer Products
Frequency: 8.2MHz RF
Size: 50mm x 50mm
Min order: 1 roll (1000 pre-roll)

Recommended for:
- Grocer

Use: Clothing, Apparel
Frequency: 8.2MHz RF
Size: 50mm Diameter
Min order: 500

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Grocer

D002 Dr Labels
Disposable self-adhesive label in a white, black or
with a dummy barcode, deactivated at the point of sale.

D003 HBC Label
The smallest tag on the market designed for the
health and beauty range. Also comes in black.

D004 4x4 Labels
4×4 disposable self-adhesive label
Plain or with a dummy bar code, deactivated at the
point of sale.

D005 33mm Round Clear Label
Very attractive distinctive label with low impact on
the product. Ideal for cylindrical items. Deactivated at
point of sale.

D006 30mm x 50mm Clear Label
Very attractive distinctive label with low impact on
the product. Ideal for packaged items, tag will have
improved detection level. Deactivated at point of sale.

D007 Meat Labels
Specially designed label for the fridge or fresco
products, deactivated at the point of sale.

H001 R50 Hard Tag
Great performance, value and effectiveness – the R50
tag is a very popular tag used on the high-street

H002 Dome Hard tags
The dome security tag has its own integrated pin,
which allows it to clamp together, for delicate items.

Use: Clothing, Apparel
Frequency: 58Hz AM and 8.2 MHz RF
Size: 54mm diameter
Min order: 500

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Clothing Apparel
Frequency: 58Hz AM
Size: 69mm x 30mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Clothing
Frequency: 58Hz AM
Size: 46mm x 12.5mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Clothing and Apparel
Frequency: 58mh AM & 8.2 MHz RF
Size:
Min order: 500

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Bags, Shoes etc.
Frequency: 58Hz and 8.2MHz
Size: 50mm x 10mm,
Land yard 90mm
Min order: 500

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy

H003 Super Tag III
This Super Tag provides top-of-the-line theft
protection for everything from heavy outerwear to
delicate intimate garments, requires a specialized
detacher to remove.

H004 Ultra Tag
A slim tag with a 4-ball locking mechanism,
strong and light weight.

H005 Ink Tag
The reusable combo tag combines the security of an
EAS solution with the added protection of ink and is a
perfect visual deterrent.

H006 Mouse Tag
This innovative mouse tag brings together a pencil
security tag and lanyard, to create an extremely
useful product.

H008 Nedap tag
This tag loops around the product and pins back
into the tag, offering protection without damaging
or altering the product. is perfect for protecting
small and hard to tag items against theft.

Use: Wallets, Jewellery, Sunglasses etc Recommended for:
Frequency: 58mhz and 8.2 MHz RF
- Retail
Size: 27mm x 22mm
Land yard :75mm
Min order: 500

H009 Bottle Tag
It is a universal wire tag that is used for the protection
of alcohol and other bottled products and provides
excellent performance and protection.

Use: Bottles, Tools
Frequency: 8.2 MHz RF
Size: 50mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Grocer

Use: Bottle, Tools
Frequency: 58Hz
Size: 30mm x 35mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Grocer

Use: Bottles
Frequency: 8.2MHz and 58Hz
Size: 35mm x 65mm
Min order: 50

Recommended for:
- Grocer

H010 Bottle Tag
It is a universal wire tag that is used for the protection
of alcohol and other bottled products and provides
excellent performance and protection.

H011 Bottle Lox
Bottle Lox, presents very well, it is quick and easy to apply
(and remove) and it works with or without an EAS system.

H012 Strap Tag
The strap can be removed and attached to many different
sized products, with a thick metal material means that it is
very difficult to cut or break. The security tag will wrap around
the straps of handbags, luggage handles, Power tools and
various other products.

Use: Power Tools, Luggage, Hand Bags Recommended for:
Frequency: 58Hz and 8.2MHz
- Retail
Size: 50mm diameter
- Grocer
Strap length: 150mm
Min order: 100

H013 Sunglass Tag
The bullet tag protects glasses (including reading glasses and
sunglasses). The tag is lightweight, unobtrusive and requires an
optical detacher to be released.

Use: Sunglasses Eye Wear
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhz
Size: 60mm x 15mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy

Use: Golf Clubs, Electrical Cables.
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhz
Size: 55mm x 31mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Blister Pack, Battery Pack,
Ink Jet Cartridges
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhz
Size: 55mm x 44mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
- Retail
- Grocer

Use: Blister Pack, Battery Pack,
Ink Jet Cartridges
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhzF
Size: 50mm x 36mm
Min order: 100

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy
- Grocer

Use: Jewellery other small items
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2 Mhz
Size: 35mm x 16mm
Min order: 50

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy

Use: Scented Candles
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2 Mhz
Size: various
Min order: 50

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy

Use: Various high value
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2 Mhz
Size: 35mm x 65mm
Min order: 50

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy

H014 Gator Tag
The gator tag is the number one product for
protecting golf clubs or electrical cables from theft.

H015 Blister Pack Tag
The self-hanging security tag is perfect for protecting
various products on hook displays. Presents product
very well with excellent performance.

H016 Mini pack tag
The self-hanging security tag is pin free for additional
safety for staff, perfect for protecting various products
on hook displays. It is very striking not to be missed

H017 Mini Padlock
A perfect size and weight for delicate items of
jewellery and other small items to protect while on
display.

H018 Jarloc
Specially designed to discreetly protect this highly
sought after candle, with low impact on the visuals
this tag renders the candle unusable until removed.

H019 Mini Padlocks
This versatile tag comes it 2 and 3 way alarming with
lanyards from 25cm to 120cm. Ideal to protect items
from Hand bags to Jackets

H020 Spidertag
The spider tag is adjustable, meaning it wraps around and
protects goods that require open merchandising in their
original packaging. The tag will emit an audible alarm if
tampered with the tag itself will also alarm if removed from
the store on 3-way tag. The tag alarm will stop once the tag
is reset.

Use: Boxed items
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2mhz
Size: Various lanyard 1m to 4m
Min order: none

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
- Retail
- Grocer

H021 Super tag 2/3-way self-alarming
Get the highest level of security for hard-to-tag, high-value,
high-risk merchandise – anywhere in the store. Super Tag features
an integrated lanyard cable with a pin-style tag. The tag will emit
an audible alarm if tampered with. It will also alarm if removed
from the store on 3-way tag. The tag alarm will stop once the tag
is reset.

Use: Various high-end products
Frequency: 58hz
Size: 69mm x 30mm
Land-yard: 10cm to 200cm
Min order: none

Recommended for:
- Retail

Use: Razors blades, batteries
cosmetics and other accessories
Frequency: 58hz and 8.2MHz
Size: Various
Min order: none

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy
- Grocer

H022 Safer
It can be used with or without its own self hanging
hook and offers a strong visual deterrent.
Can be used without EAS tagging gates.

T001 Standard Detacher
This easy-to-use, small-profile detacher with 5kG magnet
removes hard tags at point of sale. The detacher can be
secured directly to or recessed into any point-of-sale (POS)
countertop to maximize counter space. The detacher features
a T-bar type lock to prevent unauthorized use

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
- Retail
- Grocer

T002 Super Detacher
This easy-to-use, small-profile detacher with 9kG magnet
removes hard tags at point of sale. The detacher can be
secured directly to or recessed into any point-of-sale (POS)
countertop to maximize counter space. The detacher features
a T-bar type lock to prevent unauthorized use

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy
- Grocer

T003 Detacher on lanyard
The detacher's small profile allows for one-handed
detaching for large items. It's compact design and
flexible design optimising POS space.

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
- Retail
- Grocer

T004 Super tag handheld detacher
The Super Tag detacher provides a lightweight and
portable detacher solution.

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy
- Grocer

T005 Super Tag power tag detacher
The Super Tag power detacher removes tags quickly
and efficiently while enhancing throughput.
Operating of an ordinary electrical outlet, the
detacher is offered as a countertop or flush mount
install to allow maximum use of checkout space.

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Pharmacy
- Grocer

T006 RF Deactivation
The electronic RF deactivation pad/magic wand is used to
deactivate RF soft tags, RF chilled/meat labels and other RF
security labels with one swipe. It fits neatly into or under the
counter and can also be used to locate rogue hard tags that
have not been removed.

Recommended for:
- Retail
- Grocer

T007 AM Deactivation
The ultra-thin Sensormatic Essentials deactivators feature
large pad target areas to help provide reliable performance in
a single pass. these units deactivate active AM labels up to
10cm (4in) above the surface of the pad offering consistent
and effective operation. The pads emit an audible notifications
when live labels are successful detected and deactivated.

Recommended for:
- Pharmacy
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ANTENNAS
AMB 1145
AMB 1145 Self-Contained pedestal provides superior Sensormatic AM EAS technology
with up to 1.7m The on-board electronics are mounted in the primary pedestal,
eliminating the need for an external controller

Synergy 2.5 ABS Pedestal
Sensormatic AM EAS technology for the highest level of theft detection with up to 2.5m
(8ft 2in) coverage for wide or multiple exits. It's thin, narrow, open-frame design is
constructed of high-impact ABS.
Embedded people-counting sensors provide Traffic Intelligence and directionality to
calculate conversion rates and maximize store performance

Century
This detection system features analogue 8.2RF EAS technology for a cost effective
detection system up to 1.8m wide coverage for hard tags. Its elegant design providing a
robust deterrent against shrinkage

Trend, Plus, Street
Checkpoint 8.2RF EAS technology are world leaders in this field. With cutting edge
digital technology Checkpoint have proven to lead in the grocery sector with functional
design and best in class performance

Crystal Clear Active RFID
Crystal Clear Active RFID security pedestals provide the ultimate in detection
performance for library book security.
Robust yet elegant aesthetics, our , Active RFID technology delivers that much sought
after combination of detection and reliability.

Concealed Door or Wall System
The Sensormatic Synergy 2.4m Concealed Detection System
delivers exceptional, yet discrete, EAS protection for environments that require no pedestals
Delivers exceptional protection for wider exits to help maximize
flow and optimize floor space.

CCTV
Bullet camera
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP or analogue
Lens -fixed 3.6 or vari focal
Strong visual deterrent can be adjustable on site, Infer red optional .

Dome cameras
Dome cameras are designed to be vandal proof and discreet
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP or analogue
Lens -fixed 3.6 or vari focal
Infer red optional

Turbo Dome cameras
Dome cameras are designed to be vandal proof and discreet infer red
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP or analogue
Lens -fixed 3.6 or vari focal
Strong visual deterrent can be adjustable on site,

IP Camera
IP cameras are designed to be vandal proof and very discreet
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP
Lens -fixed len only

Fish Eye Camera
IP cameras are designed to be vandal proof and very discreet/corvert for a unique view reducing amount
of cameras required
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP
Lens -fixed len only

PTZ
Pan Tiilt Zoom camera , controlled by the user ideal for active security onsite
Image -1080HD 2-5 meg IP or analogue
20x to 100x high speed lens
Comes in various sizes and infer red options

DVR
From 4 to 16 channel with hard drives 1TB to 32TB storage.
Cloud storage available. With an intuitive interface these DVRs
are very easy to navigate and all enabled for remote access
through smart phones.

Warning Sign
Various warning signs available at different sizes and material.

Off site monitoring
Off site monitoring is a great solution for site protection
against anti social behaviour and theft 24-7without the cost of
a static guard.

PEOPLE COUNTING
Display People Counter

People Counter with USB

This battery operated counter is
simple to use and install. With a
digital display it will track footfall at
a distance up to 5 meters (16.5 ft )
also come with a manual reset tool

The next level is footfall recording. One of the
few people counters with the ability to track
footfall through software with a one of capital
outlay. This counter is battery operated and
using the usb the weeks information is
extracted from the counter and saved is excel
for future use.

Video Customer Counter
With 98% accuracy video counting is the leading the market, with no capital outlay just a
monthly fee report are sent detailing trends and patterns in your store enabling

Wi-Fi Customer Counting
All mobile devices have a unique id and these can be detected and
recorded helping with your business analytics.

- Conversion rate analyst
- Rent negotiations
- Staffing levels
- Q management
- Capacity levels

- Track marketing campaigns
- Measure window display effectiveness
- Evaluating the attractiveness of a store location

ACCESS CONTROL
ACT Pro
Act pro is an expandable system allowing unlimited possibility for controlled access for facility management. Key fobs or cards carry a unique ID, recording its use allowing management control through an
online service. Ideal for clubs or gym's to maintain membership as well as the work place

Access control allows
free movement were
permission is granted
whilst keeping your
building secure. The
door is secured with a
mag lock with battery
back up and released
on command.

ACT Stand alone key pad

Audio Video Intercom

This stand alone system will store your
unique 4 digit code for access ,changeable
by the customer. For use with single or
double doors

AV intercom is a direct replacement for your
door bell, this system will give peace of mind.
The AV intercom comes with a 7” monitor for
internal viewing and is connected to your Wi-Fi
then through an app when the bell is pressed
it will alert your phone . Images and small
video clips can be stored on each device
future use.

GR Security
Gemini is a retail security company based in County Derry,
Northern Ireland. Gemini Retail Security was founded in
2004 by Ronan McCullagh. After learning the trade in
England, Ronan came back home to Derry and set about
installing and maintaining security systems for UK based
companies such as Sainsbury, TopShop and Pepe Jeans.
We’re in the business of keeping your goods where they
belong – on your shelves or with a paying customer. Our
knowledge of electronic tagging and CCTV systems are
driven towards the goal of protecting your sales and profits.
We have an extensive working knowledge on the systems
available and create a bespoke retail security system,
tailoring the most cost effective installation.

From the first phonecall to installation and throughout the
lifetime of the system, we aim to deliver on three promises
that define our mission:
– Customer Satisfaction
– Value for Money
– Prompt Service
Contact us now to request a free security review and we’ll
arrange a consultation at your business premises.
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